
Python in the VE

VE Scripts – TM54:2022 example

We use scripts from the example parametric scripts suite for a simple demonstration of energy forecasting for 
the purposes  TM54: 2022 i.e. a systematic risk assessment. We utilise VE tools, sensitivity and uncertainty 
scripts and a range of charting scripts. 

The same tools can also be used for parametric optimisation; the difference is how we frame the inputs and 
the analysis:

 Risk assessment defines input ranges based upon practical cons iderations about a baseline i.e. how far 
can things vary or err or change over time, for example: built vs design U values, user behaviour, 
management considerations, real plant efficiency, fabric degradation, climate change etc. We are 
looking for the likelihood of success;

 Optimisation defines input ranges based on the potential des ign envelope . We are looking to find an 
optimum (usually a minima); it is reasonable to then apply a risk assessment to assess if it has a 
likelihood of success.

What?

The VE Gaia climate report produces 
key metrics for the location/weather 
file, for example heating dominates  in 
this climate but solar gain  via glazing 
& roofs is  a significant risk. It is easy 
to repeat these reports  for several 
climate change weather files 

We are using scripts as they allow the user to develop their own processes and explore the data freely . Users 
can also extend the scripts (for example: in utils_model_mod.py the function get_all_rooms could be changed 
to work with a room group, the function revise_glazing could be revised to work for any wall not just those 
with existing glaz ing or work with all surfaces  using set_percent_glazing etc.) and change output to suit 
corporate needs. The script output is s imply CSV that is eas ily post-processed in Excel and other applications

Why? The example is a simple warehouse 
model located in London. This 
baseline model is complete with all 
assignments (cooling is off) and 
Apachesim options are set with 
Suncast & conduction gains 
breakdown ON

Analyses can be coarse or a series of 
assessments ...

The example looks at a risk 
assessment using the EUI energy 
metric; a TRY weather file is assigned 
for this purpose. We could also run 
several uncertainty studies to explore 
how climate change impacts risk

Analyses for other objectives can also 
be carried out in  parallel, for example 
EUI, CO2, max room Ta etc. We can 
set a range of outputs from the 
analysis scripts so  you need only run 
the simulations once

The VE Gaia building report 
summarises the current model; this 
building is skin loaded; this overall 
characterisation of a building is 
helpful as it tells us that fabric 
aspects are likely to be dominant

The physical form of the building may 
also facilitate natural ventilation, the 
hours  of occupancy & climate 
indicate night-cooling / thermal mass 
may be options … etc. We might 
pursue such options  in the baseline if 
the current design has  a low 
likelihood of success

The VE Gaia Bioclimate report offers 
a range of responses / ideas to also 
consider

For a basic sensitivity analysis, we will 
utilise the parametric_sensivity.py 
script … open it in VE Scripts

The script makes changes in the 
model one input at a time to give an 
insight into the relative impact it has 
on the overall target

The comments in the script provide 
an explanation and instructions

The script is written for easy editing 
of the required user inputs

We set up the output metrics  we 
want harvested from the simulations 
in a list. List values can be cut & 
pasted from the associated example 
comments 

In the first chunk of the list values we 
have included overall result metrics ; 
the second chunk of the list values 
provides the results we will use for 
energy end use charting

We will use the defaults as there is no 
harm outputting all data as the 
output CSV can be easily edited later

The VistaPro energy end usage 
indicates that we should be focus ing 
on elements that impact heating; 
fo llow TM54, TM61 & LETI for 
guidance on factors & their range, 
behaviour and management 
considerations; plan what inputs to 
change & by how much

We set up the required inputs / 
model changes; simply comment out 
entries  that are not needed us ing a # 
& amend the values  … each entry 
defines a range of values using a 
function  that defines start, stop, 
step, casts-it to a list and assigns it to 
a preset key (this is  then used in  the 
functions in utils_model_mod.py so 
do not change the key) 

For regression analys is  we can only 
use numeric inputs as we require 
numeric X & Y values (a minimum of 
20 values  is necessary). ID inputs 
cannot be used

Note: 
- External glazing is applied only  
  where existing glazing exists  
- PVs need an entry in Apache 
  ‘Electricity Generators’ to work 
- Shade entries are additive not 
   overwrite, so set these carefully

We set up the s imulation route 
options & the model we want to 
apply the changes to; for a basic 
sensitivity analysis we do not need to 
use compliance simulation nor run 
load pre-simulations; these are more 
applicable to an optimisation analysis

The settings from the Apachesim 
dialog … Suncast, dates, reporting 
etc. will be applied to all the 
simulations; check them!

Save the script changes and run the 
script ...

Progress is shown in the VE Scripts 
output pane

The result CSV files (one per input) 
will be saved in  the project folder

The CSV files can be viewed in  Excel 
(do not open them if the script is 
running … if you are curious open a 
copy!)

Edit the target assignment; the value 
can be cut & pasted from the 
associated comments 

A s ingle input is required; in our 
example this is set to 'EUI_kWh/m2'; 
however we can pick alternatives 
from the outputs specified should we 
want to explore sensitivity using 
other metrics

Now run the script; a dialog will 
appear to  select the results  CSV files; 
select all the files that you want to 
chart

To process the sensitivity results using 
regress ion analysis …

Open the script chart_influence.py

Sensitivity:

Output:

Sen sitivity
end use chart:

We can also view the results using the 
energy end use data …

Open the script chart_energy_end_use.py

Run the script; a dialog will appear to 
select a results CSV file; select the file that 
you want to chart … based on the above 
analysis we will chart the heating setpoint 
data

The chart will appear in your default 
web browser; the energy end uses 
per simulation run are displayed; with 
many runs we can follow broad-brush 
patterns in the end-use data

Repeat with another input CSV file as 
required or edit & combine CSV files  
in Excel if a single final chart is 
required

Before starting mass simulations 
simulating the baseline model is 
important to  check that the model 
gives reasonable output and that it is 
setup correctly i.e. you have not 
missed something!

Look at the room results / data are 
they sensible?

Look at peak days for an idea of the 
most significant losses  / gains

Review a breakdown of 
energy end use in  VistaPro; it shows 
in this example, that heating is the 
most significant end use

The most significant end uses are 
good candidates for sensitivity (and 
will likely yield the biggest 
improvements in optimisation)

We can use VE Gaia tools to quickly 
review Climate & Building metrics In 
general sensitivity terms  (or for 
optimisation purposes) ...

The influence chart (using 
standardised x data & a common y 
scale) will appear in your default web 
browser

This chart shows the influence that 
each input parameter (for the given 
range) has upon the target metric; a 
negative beta (or gradient) value 
indicates an inverse relationship e.g. 
increasing SCoP reduces  EUI

The chart can be used to identify the 
most influential parameters  and 
inform any subsequent uncertainty 
testing

The chart shows that heating 
setpoint, SCoP and fabric U  values are 
the most influential parameters, in 
this example. If cost pressures 
became an issue on the project 
reducing the PV size would have a 
small impact on EUI

A bas ic sensitivity analysis alone 
maybe sufficient for TM54

Uncertainty:

For a holistic uncertainty analysis, we 
will utilise the 
parametric_uncertainty.py script … 
open it in VE Scripts

The script will make changes in the 
model by changing multiple 
variables and testing a  wide range of 
unique combinations to give detailed 
risk quantification and the likelihood 
of meeting the target performance 

This approach is a brute force 
approach that simulates every unique 
combination of the input values 
provided; it makes sense to keep the 
quantity of simulations limited us ing 
a reasoned range of inputs rather 
than a ‘throw everything at it’ 
analysis

Also cons ider a number of iterative or 
focused uncertainty analyses for 
different targets energy, overheating 
etc.

For optimisation purposes we could 
also consider using a genetic 
algorithm based approach as 
discussed by LETI i.e. use the script  
ga_so.py

Set up the output metrics we want 
harvested from the simulations in  a 
list, as in the sensitivity script

The basic sensitivity analysis 
indicated we should be targeting 
heating setpoint, SCoP and fabric U  
values. We will also include some of 
the smaller parameters e.g. PVs but 
with a wider range for demonstration

We set up the required inputs / 
model changes; simply comment out 
entries  that are not needed us ing a # 
& amend the values  … each entry 
defines a range of explicit values and 
assigns it to a preset key (this is  then 
used in the functions in 
utils_model_mod.py so do not 
change the key)

We must narrow down the options to 
significant values  as the number of 
unique combinations  greatly 
increases with each additional value

In the uncertainty inputs we can also 
define model changes by ID rather 
than by explicit value as  regression is 
not involved; using ‘by ID’ it is 
possible to swap-in & out 
constructions, systems, ASP file etc. 
This is particular useful for 
optimisation purposes

We set up the s imulation route 
options we want & the model we 
want to apply the changes  to; for a 
coarse uncertainty analysis we do not 
need to use compliance simulation 
nor run load pre-simulations; 
however later we can use the route 
option to optimise inputs for 
compliance purposes

Remember that the settings from the 
Apachesim dialog … Suncast, date 
range, Macroflo  etc. will be applied to 
all uncertainty simulations

Save the script changes and run the 
script ...

Progress is shown in the VE Scripts 
output pane

The result CSV file (Para_sim_table) 
will be saved in  the project folder

We can process the uncertainty results 
using a statistical analysis …

Open the script chart_uncertainty.py

Set the target metric to be charted; in 
this example we will use 'EUI_kWh/m2', 
but this can be changed to explore other 
metrics

Output:

The chart shows the distribution of the 
results for the target metric; the box & 
whisker plot above the bar chart 
distribution shows a five-number 
summary: the minimum, first quartile, 
median, third quartile, and maximum 
values  for the dataset for the target 
metric

Scenario:

We can look at the uncertainty results 
using a variety of charting tools ...

Run the script; a dialog will appear to 
select the result CSV file; select 
Para_sim_table

Use the scenario chart to look at the 
overall range of outcomes; the box & 
whisker plot shows a five-number 
summary: the minimum, first quartile, 
median, third quartile, and maximum

The dots show the results for each of the 
simulations alongside the box plot; it 
indicates a rough distribution

The parallel coordinate chart format 
allows  us to look at the whole parametric 
dataset; with the chart it is also possible 
to look at other outcomes  for example 
EUI, CO2, TA max at the same time

Drag the vertical axes left or right to 
change the order of the axes; in this case 
we have put the EUI axis at the right hand 
side

Drag a filter on the EUI axis to filter the 
runs between the 1st & 3rd quartiles i.e. 
the low & high end values; we notice 
some of these runs also come with a h igh 
Ta max so although EUI is within the 1st & 
3rd quartiles overheating is a systemic risk 

The chart illustrates  the likelihood of 
meeting the target performance:

-  where is our target on this chart? 
-  is it near the median? (A)
-  is it near the best case? (B)
-  is it near the worst case? (C)

Target B suggests there is a low  
likelihood of success as it relies on a 
very positive outcome for many of 
the inputs. It suggests we need to 
improve the baseline design & repeat 
the uncertainty analysis

Target A suggests a h igher likelihood 
of success as  we do not need so many 
pos itive outcomes  across the inputs  

Target C suggests  a high likelihood of 
success, but it is pessimistic, 
unambitious and the result is poor. It 
suggests if we address the risks we 
have identified Target B is a sensible 
goal

We could also repeat the analysis 
with other metrics such as  Gas, Elec, 
Ta max etc.

Open the script 
chart_range_of_outcomes.py

Set the target metrics  to be charted; in 
this example we will use 'Elec_kWh/m2' 
& 'Gas_kWh/m2' as these are defacto 
standard categories for UK benchmarks

Run the script; a dialog will appear to 
select the result CSV file; select 
Para_sim_table

We can also process the uncertainty 
results for overall range of outcome or 
scenario testing …

Open the script chart_parallel.py

Run the script & pick Para_sim_table.csv

This output contains axes  we do not 
need ...

We can also explore ‘live’ the 
uncertainty inputs & outcomes and 
‘track’ runs forward and backward … this 
‘deeper dive’ will help us understand the 
dataset further

Output:

We can also process the uncertainty 
results using energy end use  …

Open the script chart_energy_end_use.py

Run the script; a dialog will appear to 
select the results CSV file; select 
Para_sim_table

The patterns in the chart bars show 
patterns

You may need to adjust the chart width, as 
in this example, to better suit the size of 
your dataset

A

The range of outcomes for gas shows:
 
- a likely EUI range of 110 -150
- potentially a worst case of 205 so 
  controlling the risk elements is  very 
  important in  management of the 
  construction process  & operation of the 
  building 

The electricity use in th is  model is low 
and does  not have a s ignificant influence 
on EUI so our analysis d id not include 
inputs to change casual gains so we do 
not see a range of outcomes for 
electricity

Worst case

Be st case

High end

Low end

Likely

We could widen this analysis for climate 
change etc.

We can edit a copy of the CSV directly 
(just delete the unwanted columns) or 
you add can add the unwanted output 
variables to the ‘ignored’ list in the script

Run the script again, selecting the copy 
edited CSV file ...

Let’s tighten the EUI filter to around the 
best case and set an allowable Ta max 
range … the most common input values 
then resolve to:

A lower h ea ting setpoint
A h ig her boiler SCoP
A low roof U value
A low outer pan e transmitta nce

There is less sensitivity in  wall & window U 
values  

B

If we explore the overheating risk further 
by adding a filter for worst case 
overheating & mean to best case EUI , 
then reversing th is  to a worst case EUI,  it 
appears that striving for a lower EUI target
brings with it a an overheating risk 
particularly related to  outer pane 
transmittance, roof & window U values  … 

Let’s take a different view of the data by 
re-running chart_influence.py again but 
this time with the target set to 
Ta_max_degC … this better shows what 
inputs have the greatest influence on 
overheating

This demonstrates that you need to 
explore the dataset and how different 
tools show different perspectives on the 
dataset, similarly & finally ...

Further analysis:

C
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